Hybrid peptide ATCUN-sh-Buforin: Influence of the ATCUN charge and stereochemistry on antimicrobial activity.
The emergence of antibiotic resistant strains of bacteria has resulted in the need to develop more potent antimicrobials that target microorganisms in a novel manner. Antimicrobial Peptides (AMPs) show great potential for drug development because of their broad activity and unique mechanism of action. Several AMPs contain an Amino Terminal Copper and Nickel (ATCUN) binding motif; however, its function has not yet been determined. We have previously demonstrated that the activity of a truncated version of Buforin II (sh-Buforin, RAGLQFPVGRVHRLLRK-NH2) increases by the addition of an ATCUN motif. We now focus our current studies on understanding the effect of: 1) a positively charged ATCUN sequence, and 2) l-to-d amino acid substitution on the hybrid peptides. We identified that the addition of a positively charged ATCUN motif increases the affinity of the ATCUN-AMP for DNA but does not always result in an enhanced antimicrobial activity over a neutral ATCUN motif. The all-d peptides exhibited up to a 32-fold increase in antimicrobial activity compared to the all-l peptides. The larger activity of the all-d peptides is the result of a larger DNA cleavage activity and higher stability towards proteolysis. Cytotoxicity assays determined that, at their MIC, these peptides caused less than 8% hemolysis and, at 128 μM, no toxicity to HeLa and HEK293 cell lines. These results indicate that the ATCUN-AMP hybrids are an attractive alternative for treating infectious diseases and provide key insights into the role of the ATCUN motif in naturally-occurring AMPs.